Identification of new genes by systematic analysis of cDNAs and database construction.
The large-scale collection of partial cDNA sequences is becoming a powerful tool in biology. Similarity or motif searches in DNA databases using these partial cDNA sequences have facilitated the discovery of new genes of interest. By collecting and registering large numbers of partial sequences with a well designed non-biased cDNA library, an expression profile of active genes in a particular tissue can be obtained. Tissue-specific or stage-specific genes can be discovered by comparing the profiles from different tissues or from a tissue at different stages of development, respectively. The compilation of such expression profiles enables genes to be mapped to the tissue(s) where they are actively transcribed. The large-scale collation of gene sequences actively expressed in the body into databases complements efforts directed towards the structural analysis of the genome, with the ultimate aim of decoding all the genetic information carried in the human genome. This cDNA strategy is also being widely applied to organisms other than man.